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Taboo terms as minimizers
What appears to be a later development is the rise of taboo terms as reinforcers of negation (cf. Postma 1998) . Beginning in the 19 th century, we see a steady rise of indefinite taboo terms in the same kinds of negative contexts where previously minimizers were in use. These taboo terms can be divided into several subsets. The first to appear on the scene is a group of religious origin, or if you like, originating in folklore superstition, attested from the early 19 th century onward. 2 Then there is a somewhat larger group of sexual or scatological taboo terms, the first of which are attested in the late 19 th century. Finally there is a set of expressions denoting various contagious or lethal diseases, attested from the early 20 th century onward. The religious taboo terms are all designations of the devil, or of thunder/lightning (4) een drommel "a devil"
een duvel "a devil"
een verdommenis "a damnation" een donder "a thunder" een bliksem "a lightning"
een deksel "a lid"(but used as euphemism for devil)
Dat gaat je geen drommel/duvel/verdommenis/donder/bliksem/deksel aan.
That goes you no devil / devil / damnation / thunder / lightning / lid on "That does not concern you one bit" present, so to speak, in swear words and curses. Only negative religious terms are used, presumably because only they are inherently pejorative. What is interesting about this group of expressions is that they show up in a number of emphatic constructions, not just polarity contexts, but also as degree adverbs and as evaluative adjectives:
(5) drommels mooi "devilishly pretty" duvels moeilijk "devilishly difficult"
verdomd lastig "damned hard"
donders goed "thunderishly good = very well"
bliksems aardig "lightninglike nice = damned nice" deksels knap "fiendishly clever"
(6) een drommels/duvelse/verdomde/donderse/bliksemse/dekselse idioot "a damned idiot" and in adverbial constructions denoting speed: As the English translation is meant to suggest, it is not uncommon in English either that pejorative noun modifiers and polarity-sensitive minimizers are tapped from the same well.
Minimizers and Predicates
In contemporary Dutch, I have counted 170 terms which are being used as minimizers. It would be inconceivable that a language would support such a large set of items unless they were diversified along a number of dimensions. I have already mentioned the fact that there is variation in politeness and social acceptability as well as regional variation. But it is not this type of variation that I want to discuss here.
Another dimension of variation concerns the predicates, which which the various minimizers combine. As it turns out, some items combine rather freely with predicates of all sort, whereas others show a remarkable fastidiousness in their choice of predicates. With many other minimizers, however, the etymological word meaning plays no role whatsoever. This is obvious with words whose etymology is no longer transparant, or where the original word meaning is plainly irrelevant, as is the case with taboo minimizers. The question is whether such terms are used interchangeably, with only stylistic or idiolectal differences, or whether they too show semantic specialization.
The main hypothesis of this paper is the following: When a nontransparant minimizer is first used, it does not show semantic specialization. Since its basic or original meaning is irrelevant, and hence does not constrain the combinatory potential of the minimizer, it may be used with a wide variety of predicates. However, due to fierce competition within the set of minimizers, such general-purpose minimizers easily become obsolete. The next generation of speakers may replace them by other equally general expressions which may sound more forceful because they are newer.
But instead of dropping out, expressions may also specialize in some semantic domains. When this happens, stable collocation relations may get established between predicate and minimizer which help prevent early obsolescence.
As evidence for this diachronic tendency toward semantic specialization, I will discuss of number of Dutch minimizers which have undergone just such a process of specialization in this century. Based on a corpus of about 7500 natural occurrences of minimizers, mostly from the 20 th century, I have looked at the type of predicate and tracked developments over time for some of the more frequent items. Because the evidence is statistical in nature, it is not possible to test the hypothesis on all minimizers. Many are just too infrequent, or only frequent in one period, so that any observable change in patterning might be due to mere chance. The items for which I will present some striking findings are listed in (13): (13) is used with a much wider set of predicates. This, then, looks like a perfect counterexample to my claim of unidirectional specialization. However, the WNT also suggests a way out of this problem. It suggests that the original minimizer steek does not come from the noun meaning "sting, stab", but from a homophonous word meaning "stitch". This makes sense because stitches are precisely the kind of small things which are difficult to see, unlike stabs. The latter, much wider usage would then be due to the emerge of a separate minimizer, this time meaning "sting, stab", which belongs to a group of minimizers denoting quick, abrupt movements, listed in The final minimizer to be considered here is spat "speck". Unfortunately, there are not very many data points for this item, which is fairly rare, but whatever little I could find is summarized in (21): (21) Just as with steek, the most robust change appears to be a general increase of comparatives and verbs of change. This time, however, verbs of change are the more important category. Unlike steek, spat is also frequently combined with nouns. An example of such a combination is given in (22) have given evidence that minimizers show increasing semantic specialization, hence narrowing of their distribution, and not widening. 11 So far, this claim appears to be supported by the available evidence, but more work on more languages is needed to tell wether we are really dealing here with universally unidirectional developments of the kind outlined in grammaticalization theory (cf. e.g. Traugott and Heine 1991) . In this connection, it is interesting to note that Hopper and Traugott (1993: 98) claim that narrowing of meaning appears to be absent in grammaticalization. Whether we want to view the developing collocational restrictions of minimizers as narrowing of meaning is questionable, but worth considering when we view lexical meaning not as an isolated property of individual words, but as contextual in nature.
With the advent of large-scale online corpora, the study of collocation relations is rapidly advancing. At the moment, very little is known about the ways in which these collocations come about and develop over time. This paper is a small contribution toward a better understanding of this phenomenon. Postma (1995) claims that verbs with true agentive subjects cannot combine with polarity items. In this connection, he notes a difference between the verbs horen, zien "hear, see" and their agentive counterparts luisteren naar, kijken naar "listen to, look at". While the former verbs allow minimizers, the latter do not: geen bal zien/horen "no ball hear/see = hear/see not a thing" versus *luisteren naar/kijken naar geen bal "listen to/look at not a thing". While it is true that there are severe restrictions on the predicates which combine with minimizers, it is not so clear how to characterize them as a set in general terms. Postma's suggestion is too general, in that it would incorrectly block combinations of minimizers/taboo terms with predicates such as praten met "talk to": (i) Ik heb op het feestje met geen hond gesproken. I have at the party with no dog spoken "I have not spoken to anyone at the party" 7 The numbers of the different verb classes are larger than those that can be inferred from table (14), because this time all occurrences of predicates were counted, including those combining with the types of minimizers explicitly excluded from table (14). 8 From L.-F. Céline, Reis naar het einde van de nacht, translation of Voyage au bout de la nuit, Amsterdam, 1968. 9 See Hoeksema and Klein (1995) for a discussion of distributional similarities among nonminimizing polarity-sensitive indefinites, and the adverbial phrase as yet. 10 The verb zien is used in the two examples as a verb of cognition, meaning 'to understand', comparable to the use of English see in I see your point, and not as a verb of perception. 11 Widening of distribution may be found with non-expletive minimizers, when the etymological meaning is lost through semantic bleaching. A case in point is French ne .. pas, which developed from an idiom meaning "not a step", restricted to verbs of motion, to the general marker of negation in French.
